The Only Man On the Continent
Der einzige Mann auf dem Kontinent

review
How did such a clumsy teddy bear of a man ever manage to land
such a decent job (hailing from East Germany, he had a diploma as
an IT professional even before the Wall came down) and marry such
a good-looking, intelligent, loving and caring woman? Flora even
seems to forgive him his daily excessive indulgence in food and wine
and roaming the city’s nightlife until dawn. Likable Darius Kopp often
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wonders about this. The novel charts a week in his life and his
gradual descent into chaos.
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also lost Flora: one night, when he returns to the flat, she has left.
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A morality tale about life in the modern world this is, then, a story
about a man’s frustrating and alienating existence in a global
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economy that faces collapse and cares little about its workforce. It is
a tale of depression and helplessness, but also about recognising
what is ultimately important. At the end of the week, Kopp puts all his
energy into winning back Flora – but it is more than just that.
It is a hilarious, very human and touching story about someone who
will not give in to any modern-day complications that might stand in
the way of his happiness, which he regards as his natural right. An
immensely entertaining, intelligent, and slightly subversive read by a
highly respected author.

press quotes

‘… a novel about love and love of language, which is
packed with knowledge, innuendo, questions,
alienation, shifts in perspective and irony. An immense
achievement.’– Verena Auffermann, Die Zeit, on Alle
Tage
‘Mora’s language is unique…People will want to – and
must – read this. A novel that speaks to you.’– Volker
Weidermann, FAS, on Alle Tage
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